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Förord  
Vid NOG-seminariet gavs en översikt över kopplingarna mellan oljepris, ekonomi 
och den politiska stabiliteten med fokus på Europa och Sverige. En viss 
återkoppling, och vidareutveckling, till diskussionen från NOG-seminariet i 
januari 2008, ”Drivkrafter bakom marknadens oljepris” gjordes. 
 
Vilka är drivkrafterna bakom oljepriset? Är den prisstegring vi ser bara en 
”bubbla” eller är det en realistisk justering av marknadspriserna? Vilka 
säkerhets- och geopolitiska konsekvenser ger de ökande strömmarna av 
monetära medel mellan oljekonsumenter och oljeproducenter runtom i världen? 
På seminariet kommer de huvudsakliga drivkrafterna att diskuteras; ekonomi 
och politik, men bakomliggande faktorer, som klimatförändringar, 
naturkatastrofer och den globala matkrisen, tas också upp till diskussion. En 
historisk bakgrund ges för att visa på utvecklingen av och konsekvenserna för 
världsekonomin och den internationella säkerhetsbalansen under tidigare olje- 
och energikriser. 
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Följande referat är ett sammandrag av presentatione rna vid seminariet, 
återgivet av kansliet för Nätverket Olja & Gas. 
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Mr. Odissefs Panopoulos studied Nuclear Engineering at Queen Mary College, Nuclear Fuel 
Technology at Imperial College and Information Systems Engineering at the City University 
in London. After working as a safety systems engineer at Combustion Engineering, he 
worked as a nuclear security inspector for Euratom and finally at the European Commission 
in the Directorate General for Energy and Transport in several areas including economics of 
the nuclear industry, deregulation of the power sector, radioprotection, relations with the IEA 
and NEA and environmental externalities. He is currently working in the Directorate General 
for Research of the EC in the area of energy policy and strategy and is in charge of 
socioeconomic research projects. 
 
Mr. Panopoulos had today been asked to express his own private opinions, not the opinion of 
the European Union, of today’s energy situation with respect to oil prices, international 
relations, drivers for prices, inflation, complexity etc. He chose to name his presentation 
Overshoot from a book by W Catton Jr. (1980). The definition of carrying capacity, as a 
biological term, is “The maximum population that can be supported indefinitely by an 
ecosystem”. Overshoot is the growth of the population beyond the carrying capacity of the 
ecosystem.  
 
Overshoot 
Some of the policy catch-words ”á la mode” today is sustainability, sustainable development, 
sustainable growth and energy security of supply. Why are these words so popular today and 
not 20 or 50 years ago? Because now we live in a time of “overshoot”. The important thing to 
understand is that there is going to be an Oil peak, it is not as important when it happens. The 
denial of this knowledge has been huge and is still ongoing within the economic sectors. 
Economics are mostly and essentially, when we refer to official  rhetoric, dogmatic ideology 
that through its relatively recent mathematization has lost contact with reality. We have failed 
to agree on a meaningful definition of the word sustainability; current definitions are open for 
free interpretation and set no boundaries while this should be their core concern. The 
discussion today is dominated by economics; i.e. growth and development. Development is, 
in origin, a biological term that means the process by which an organism reaches maturity. In 
economics this term is translated to endless limitless growth where developed simply means 
the capacity for further development. Applying historic “doubling times” in the world, there 
would be at the end of the century, with Business as Usual, a growth of ; 4 x Population, 6 x 
Energy and 16 x Wealth. It is evident that the resources to sustain such growth will not exist.  
 
Through fire and later through the use of fossil fuels we managed to become human (escape 
the animal condition) and expand beyond the carrying capacity of the earth. Until recently we 
only used renewable resources and grew very slowly. About three centuries ago, you can see 
a change towards fast accelerating exponential population growth. As Darwin observed this is 
by no means particular to humans. All organisms do this; it is a natural phenomenon without 
which life would not have been possible. 
 
Two denial walls are raised by today’s economists about the Oil peak;  

• There will be no peak, or the peak is very far away in the future 
• Over optimistic views (blind hopes) on the potential of alternatives 
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Illusions commend themselves to us because they save us pain and allow us to enjoy pleasure 
instead. We must therefore accept it without complaint when they sometimes collide with a bit 
of reality against which they are dashed to pieces (S. Freud).  
substitutionality between natural capital and man-made capital” leading to views that  
“externalities can and should be internalised” and that “there is separability between actions 
and results”. Also that what counts is what can be measured and what can be measured is 
what counts, while the basic units of measurement are currencies. Furthermore, for 
economics, if something is to matter it must be measured (the price of everything essentially 
applied to current efforts to measure global warming consequences). Currency values 
temporary social conventions and a very unsuitable metric for anything. For example, when 
measuring the GDP growth over several years we implicitly assume that the composition of 
the economy and prices remain unchanged. As this never happens comparisons of subsequent 
GDPs, and the conclusions towards which they lead us (such as growth or recession based on 
such comparisons) are essentially meaningless. Furthermore there is the problem of 
externalities which simply can never be internalised and are not visible before they 
materialise on a grand scale. Finally, the theory that markets, when perfect, lead to whatever 
is the optimum for society is dogmatic and blind to historical reality. 
 
Core inflation calculations exclude the prices of food and energy, as if they were less 
important than other products or services that are included. 
 
Almost all money existing today are debt money (~95%) thanks to the institutionalised license 
allowed to banks to create money out of nothing by lending. We are trying to avoid the 
consequences of this immense bubble by throwing money at it and inflating it even faster.  
 
Historically the rise of the idea that the central objective of human existence is the limitless 
growth of production and of productive forces happens at the same period during which the 
idea that humanity armed with the weapon of Reason (mathematics being its supreme 
expression) can become possessor and master of nature. As reason has no limits so what can 
be achieved by reason is limitless. So current ideologies of progress (from communism to 
laisser-faire capitalism and all the in-betweens) share this vision of the future, while their 
main difference is how to achieve it, i.e. each has its own version of reason. Both share the 
idea that we are asymptotically moving towards perfect complete knowledge. 
 
We need to ask the good questions about the continued evolvement with limitless growth, 
technical fixes and new investments past the oil peak. Can we continue to do this with 
alternative energies? When will development stop? Why should we continue this path? Why 
should we not aim for a steady state for our economy and population and thus rid ourselves 
from the institutionalised necessity for limitless growth.  
We should be thinking that probably the mindset that has brought us into serious overshoot 
cannot be the mindset that will save us from it. Technology has managed to increase, 
temporarily, the global human carrying capacity but at the same time it has increased the per 
capita ecological load even faster making our situation desperate and our way of life self-
terminating.  
 
Decisions 
Decisions today suffer from an acute dose of applied reductionism and undemocratic politics. 
Each theme is broken into conceptually defined constituent parts with solutions being sought 
for each part (economic, financial, legal, technical, environmental, societal, the list can be 
very long). The final synthesis is left to the legislative body with economics dominating. It is 
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not rare that decisions are made before expert opinion is sought to simply provide 'scientific' 
justification.  
 
I prefer to distinguish between a private interest view and a public interest view. In ancient 
democracies private interests were excluded from public decisions because they were not 
expected to have the common good as their primary concern. Today we do the opposite and 
call private interests stake-holders.  
 
To think of economics and of politics as sciences is fundamentally undemocratic because it 
means that it is the exclusive realm of experts who decide on the basis of universal laws 
independent of human subjectivity, as could be the case for physics, maths and chemistry for 
example. Economics has succeeded in selling itself as science, dressed up in mathematical 
clothes to claim the respect and glory enjoyed by physics. Science is not democratic. Its views 
are not majority views.  
 
Alternative energy sources  
There are several alternatives for the future concerning both traditional and alternative energy 
resources. Most of them are “blind hopes” that will not be able to fill the energy gap after the 
Oil peak. In fact all fossils will eventually, and I believe soon, reach their peak and decline 
afterwards.  
 
The tap is too small for non-conventional fossil alternatives as tar sands, ultra deep or shale 
oil; gas hydrates are now considered a myth as they do not accumulate for mining, there are 
few good sites for geothermal energy. Hydropower has a challenge in local environmental 
impact and there is not enough uranium to sustain a large development of nuclear fission, 
some say fortunately since the back end problems remain unsolved after 50+ years of 
operation. Fusion research has a 50-year long failure behind it, the technical challenges are 
formidable and the solution always another 50 years away.  
 
Hydrogen is not an energy source and what are the externalities of a new “hydrogen 
economy”? Clean coal with CCS requires about 20 percent of extra system energy and coal 
will also peak sometime in the future.  
 
Wind has a very large potential but is often very optimistically quoted. Wind is although a 
good idea, although it is not a liquid fuel, and we need large quantities to replace oil. The 
problems with base load supply can hopefully be solved with smart grid solutions. Biomass 
may also have a future, on a limited scale.  
 
For all energy resources, as well as for all resources, there are always limiting factors making 
sustainable growth an oxymoron unless we manage to expand our habitat and resource 
supplies to the extraterrestrial. The least available but necessary resource or circumstance sets 
always the limit to carrying capacity.   
 
Geopolitical  
Darwin (again) observed that during period of reduced resource availability inter-specific 
competition intensifies as members of the same species depend on the same resources. It is no 
different with past or modern human societies. Energy resources, mostly petroleum, were, are 
and will be a reason for such competition. Humanity can use reason to avoid such a perilous 
future but until now this seems very unlikely. Unless we manage to insert into our politics the 
necessary ecological vocabulary to transform our imaginations about the future from current 
utopias to realistic views about limits our contraction (economic and of population) will 
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probably be a very violent period. There is substance to the view that resource wars have 
already started and will intensify always finding ideological justifications internal to the 
ideologies of the societies involved.  
 
Capital flows from importers to exporters create an imbalance which may fast lead to 
resurrection of protectionism (I think it has already started). Furthermore domestic needs of 
exporters who experience both economic and population booms are rising exponentially while 
their capacity to export diminishes as they approach or pass their oil peaks. 
 
The only proposal I know of to avoid large scale conflict is that of geologist C. Campbell and 
his fellow geologists for a depletion protocol. I think that otherwise the whole affair will be 
decided to the bitter end by force. 
 
Conclusions 
It is impossible to find anything today that is completely independent of oil. When the oil 
price rise, the prices of everything dependent of oil will also rise, this being inflation. 
However the right allowed to banks and governments to create debt money out of promises 
about limitless growth, can easily at times dwarf inflation cause by oil shortages.   
 
We should be reasonable and realise that we live in a time created by decisions taken over a 
period of many human generations mostly with good intentions but ignorant of ecological 
reality. Past the peak we shall experience recessions from which escape can only be brief 
before energy resource availability and ecosystem destruction pushes us back into recession 
or depression. This does not exclude the capacity of our economic institutions to create their 
own recessions or depressions without the help of peak oil or other such natural limits to 
human expansion (such as global warming). A sustainable way of life is one that relies 
absolutely on renewable resources and 'consumes' them at rates no faster than the rates of 
renewal. The future has little chance of being high-tech as the necessary economic activity 
and infrastructures cannot survive through the period of energy depletion. The main concern 
should be to maintain the project of civilisation alive. As we are already too late to avoid the 
"die-off" consequence of overshoot we should be preoccupied with realistic projects and the 
control of the fundamental changes that are unavoidable. A long period of hubris must end, 
but there is no reason to assume that it will before our situation becomes much worse.    
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Oscar Kjellberg is an economist graduated from the Swedish University of Agricultural 
Sciences with a background working with farming. The last sixteen years he has worked as a 
managing director and chief economist at JAK Members’ Bank in Sweden, a bank which 
promotes loans and savings without interest. Oscar’s current work with the bank is focused on 
business development and risk and compliance management.  
  
Structural transformation after Oil peak 
During the last century the access of cheap oil has formed our structural system and it has 
evolved into a society less intense in labour, but more so in energy. The Oil peak, when it 
arrives, will change the structural system and we no longer will have access to the cheap 
energy that our society is built upon. Geophysicist King Hubbert (1903-1989) predicted that a 
peak in discoveries will be followed by a peak in production. Following Hubbert’s peak 
theory, what will the descent from the Oil peak be like?  
 
The descent could possibly mean a transformation of the structural system, changing from 
global to local solutions and possibly negative growth with following financial monitoring 
problems. Two arguments for this are: 
 

• Changing factor prices after Oil peak will give the structural transformation a new 
direction 

• Our debt based monetary system (with it’s growth imperative) will be adopted to the 
post peak world 

 
Production factors are a concept from classical economy. Land, Labour and Capital can be 
used for measuring the relations between price performance of energy and labour. Often this 
is a better measuring tool than money that has a relative value. The cost of oil production has 
soared since we began to shift to an oil based technology. A Swedish worker paid only one 
tenth during the last decades for energy, compared to what he paid in 1920.  Even though the 
dollar price for oil has increased during the last years but the labour price for oil is still 
historically low.   
 
In 1850 work done in the US by machines was less than 20 %. With the oil economy this has 
gradually shifted towards a system with nearly no work (measured as horsepaowers) done by 
humans or domesticated animals. The effect on society has been enormous. The farming 
sector was mechanised and the farm sizes were scaled up, people left this sector for industry, 
construction and service sectors. Production moved to countries with low costs for labour.  
 
What will happen when the labour cost of energy increases? 

• The production mix will change: high tech, less energy and more labour 
• Our transportation will change: from air to roads to rail to sea  
• The production will be reorganised: downscaling and local solutions.  
• People will adapt by moving: from cities to smaller villages  

 
The descent from the Oil peak can be divided into different stages. Now, we have reached the 
Oil peak. Slowly, more labour is needed to pay for oil, but few have realised the new 
situation. This evolves to a crisis situation where nobody knows what factor mix or new 
technology will win and be the one used in the future. In the third phase, our confidence 
grows and plausible winners have turned up. We have gradually turned to new sustainable 

Oscar Kjellberg, JAK Medlemsbank  
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technologies, high tech, but low energy and the oil based technologies have been replaced. 
There is no way of setting a time frame on these different stages of evolvement.  
 
Our monetary system after Oil peak 
King Hubbert also had ideas about the monetary system and the oil dependent growth of the 
economy. “For various reasons, it is impossible for the matter-energy system to sustain 
exponential growth for more than a few tens of doublings […] The monetary system has no 
such constraints.” 
 
Money is nowadays created as coins, notes and payment facilities like bank cards, credit cards 
and other forms of easy access to credit. The latter type of money, which makes up for 95 % 
of our money, is debt based and that implies two things: 

• Money as debt has to be repaid with interest 
• The monetary base today is not sufficient for the payment of both the loan capital and 

the interest, hence it has to grow. This will be hard when oil has peaked.  
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Ambassador Ingolf Kiesow has served most of his life as a diplomat in countries in Asia, inter 
alia New Delhi, Pyongyang, Tokyo and Vientiane. He has also been Consul General in Hong 
Kong 1997-2000. Ambassador Kiesow has also been Head Instructor on Security Policy at the 
National Defence College and a Researcher at the National Defence Research Agency in 
Stockholm, Sweden, where he conducted research at the department of defence analysis. His 
extensive publications concern conflict areas in South Asia, the Middle East and the Western 
Pacific, Korean, Taiwanese and Chinese domestic and foreign policy, Sino-US relations as 
well as non-proliferation issues and issues related to energy in Asia.  
 
Asia can’t continue to expand without a continued and increasing import of oil and gas. The 
import will be 83 percent of total consumption in 2030, according to calculations by the IEA. 
The rising oil prices affect the international politic scenery in a strong way, especially so in 
Asia. 
 
The Energy Charter Treaty (ECT) 
The ECT is a multilateral treaty over the energy sector, which establishes legal rights and 
obligations to facilitate trade with energy. It helped EU members to establish a reasonably 
free flow of energy between them but also with Russia. China and USA are observers of the 
treaty. The discussions with India are not encouraging; they follow a very protectionist line 
concerning energy.  
 
Europe 
Energy security is an increasingly important issue in energy policy because of the European 
Unions increasing import dependence and the high energy prices. The new Energy Overview 
from the EC is likely to cause a great deal of discussion when it appears toward the end of this 
year and the next two presidencies of the EU, of which the second one is Swedish, will be 
demanding concerning the energy issue.  
 
Compared to the rest of the world, Europe has had a rather calm development in the field of 
energy. Europe first and foremost has import relations with central Asia, but has tried to get 
access to Central Asian oil and, more importantly, natural gas, trying to get less dependent of 
Russian energy deliveries. European reactions to the Georgian-Russian war in August were 
strong because it showed that Russia can easily disturb energy supply from the Caspian sea 
region.  
 
Russia 
Russia greatest market is Europe. Russia has been criticised for using energy as a tool in 
negotiations relating to politics.  The Russian policy is somehow understandable if you look 
at their future energy situation with insecure future production and huge environmental 
problems. There is a need for the “new” Russia to define their new energy policies. They have 
to secure their own production before exporting to other countries. Russia is also very 
unwilling to lose control over Central Asian oil and gas. This was not the main reason for the 
Georgian/Russian war in August, but it might have been a part of the picture.  
 
USA 

Ingolf Kiesow, ISDP  
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There is still much Cold war thinking in America when it comes to the energy issue. They are 
also in a challenging energy situation with sources of oil and gas drying out and increasing 
import needs.  
 
In Kuwait and in Iraq, the foremost objective was not to get hold of the oil itself within the 
countries, but to secure continued deliveries to the Asian economies. Shortage of oil in the 
Asian economies would have had a great indirect effect on USA.  
 
If US forces withdraw from Afghanistan, there will probably be a radicalisation of the Sunni 
population in both Afghanistan and Pakistan. US decisions are likely to affect the whole 
region as well as the safety in the Indian Ocean and the supply of oil and gas to Asia from the 
Gulf. Pakistan is by far the most problematic country in the region with galloping inflation, 
risks of disintegration and that and radical Muslim elements could get their hands on nuclear 
weapons. If USA fails in Afghanistan, there is a risk that this country could follow a similar 
route.  
 
China 
China was the second most energy consuming country in the world in 2006. China’s oil 
security has worsened remarkably. China tries to buy oilfields to whatever cost and to avoid 
transportation risks. There is even talk of  trying to increase the national tanker fleet to a 
capability to transport 50 percent of the oil import on Chinese keels. Japan and China have 
territorial disputes over gas fields on the bottom of the sea between the two countries. Energy 
is discussed between the two and the prime ministers have decided to make energy a 
Confidence Building Measure (CBM) between China and Japan, rather than a bone of 
contention.   
 
Russia is not welcoming China’s growing influence as a buyer of oil and gas in Central Asia 
in their quest for energy (first and foremost gas to help pollution reduction). China is buying 
oilfields wherever they can get hold of them to secure future internal energy needs. This leads 
to competition between the states and their State-owned National Oil Companies (NOCs)  and 
the traditional non-governmental International Oil Companies (IOCs) and less and less will be 
left on the open international market in a shortage situation. Several countries, among them 
India, is adapting the same policies as China. This policy have been strongly criticised for 
protectionism – the power game is on about energy.  
 
India 
India’s oil industry is almost entirely state owned. The energy system is not well maintained 
and there are serious shortages of electricity and increasing problems with air pollution. The 
situation gets worse with the continuing population growth.  
 
India is desperate for energy and has adopted a rather protectionist energy policy. They have 
acquired exploration blocks in Myanmar, Sudan and Iraq among others.  
 
India continues to enhance its relations with Iran; USA on the other hand wants to isolate Iran 
as much as possible. There is also a contradictory behaviour; USA and India have cooperation 
projects, and work together to play a policing role in the Indian Ocean. There is some 
uncertainty from the Indian side towards the US efforts to get closer to Pakistan.   
 
Japan 
Japan has had a relatively calm development since they have been successful in saving 
energy. The new Japanese strategy focuses on supplying state risk money for overseas 
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exploration by Japanese oil companies and in this way Japan may be gliding away from the 
ECT principles, to some extent joining the power game for energy.  Security of the sea lanes 
is a matter of common concern for Japan and China, but also a matter for possibly competing 
power projections. 
 
The regional versus the global context 
The oil producing countries and China and India are confronted with the following problems: 
 

• Is owning oil and gas when loaded a wise policy? 
• Does it make sense to spend enormous sums of money to minimise transportation 

risks? 
• Is it realistic to pursue a policy of establishing partnerships with producers of an 

exclusive character? 
• How to react when energy supply becomes involved in strategic gameplaying? 
• Should developing countries be given a special handicap in the race for energy raw 

materials? 
 
Conclusions 
Can it be avoided that governments are directly involved in the race for oil and gas? NOC’s 
(National Oil Companies) are likely to take over the roles of IOC’s (International Oil 
companies). USA, EU and Japan have until now followed the rules of the ECT. The question 
is if they will continue to do that in the future? 
 


